
Ahrend Balance
Create your own Office Lifestyle

Designer: Marck Haans
Ahrend Balance is Ahrend’s most modular and sustainable workplace concept 
and responds to increasing demand for customised work environments. 
These environments embrace the latest ideas in Activity Based Working while 
facilitating the desired identity, culture and dynamics of an organisation.



Timeless and sustainable design
Easy assembly, with 1.2 million different 
configurations in three easy steps

Worktop can be easily assembled and disassembled 
using the patented ‘Quick-fix’ mechanism

Smart cable management

Complies with and exceeds all ergonomic standards 

Comes standard in non-toxic paints 

Can be adapted to all ways of working, from 

concentration to a collaboration

Integrated slender sit/stand solutions that encourage 

healthy, creative and productive working

Innovative and easy to use Healthy and Activity Based Working
Slender design and stable construction, winner of a 
Good Industrial Design (GIO) award.

Designed according to circular principles, completely 
recyclable and Cradle to Cradle CertifiedTM Silver 

Monotop tabletop with seamlessly lasered edging























“The modular approach of Ahrend Balance means 

organisations can quickly and easily adapt to their changing 

workplaces”

www.ahrend.com/ 

Balance

Optimal balance between 
design, ergonomics and 
functionality 

Beautiful optional extras 
such as the integrated 
Kelvin lamp by Flos, 
Linotop worktops and 
Kvadrat fabrics complete 
the picture





More information:



www.ahrend.com
Ahrend. A Cradle to Cradle company

Creating safe products and healthy environments

GOOD INDUSTRIAL  
DESIGN AWARD

Ahrend is the most sustainable company in its sector in Europe and has set itself 
the goal of closing the full production cycle by 2020. Ahrend produces  climate-
neutral products, using the principles of Cradle to Cradle and Eco-design, with the 
efficient use and reuse of materials.

Design

Steel frame and legs with aluminium leg couplings
Powder-coated legs, in C-, I-, duo and slab version
Choice between 11 different colours and 4 trend colours
18 mm Monotop or 12 mm Ciranol worktops
Patented coupling mechanism for the leg and tabletop

Standards
NPR 1813; NEN-EN 527-1,2 and 3; GS Zeichen and 
Ansi Bifma M7.1













Ergonomics

Fixed height at 74 cm
Height-adjustable (62-88 cm) using a knob or set screw
Height-adjustable (62-88 cm) using a retractable handle
Electrically height-adjustable  (62-88 cm) at the click of a 
switch
Sit/stand option can be adjusted electrically (65-130 cm), 
quickly (40 mm/s) and noiselessly
Numerous tabletop shapes and dimensions available
Width of 2-legged tabletop: 80, 90 and 100 cm
Standard nontoxic lacquers

Options

Full range of cabling
Covered duct down the centre for duo workplaces
Cable ducts and cable guides attached to the tabletop 
frame
Ahrend PuK wireless smartphone charger
Clean desk drawer
Desktop mounted Flo Kelvin LED lamp
CPU holders and monitor arms
Matching steel and upholstered screens
Matching storage units




































